
 
 

 
EnergyPlus Development Team 

The “Most Wanted” 
Dru Crawley

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may  flatten your
 budget  if cornered

 

 

Aka “FORTRAN Fred”
Fred Winkelmann

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may “close the blinds”

  if cornered

 

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may ________  if cornered

Linda “FORTRAN 4” Lawrie

 

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may divide by zero  

if cornered

 

Curt_Pedersen

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may use weighting 

 factors if cornered

 

 
Aka “The King of Kluge ”

 Fred Buhl

 

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may blind you with 

science if cornered

 
 

Dimitri Curtil

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may (or may not)
converge  if cornered

 

 

Kathleen Ellington

 Master of Disguise.
Armed and Extremely 
Dangerous. Just stay

 out of her way.

Aka “ Chatty Kathy ”

 

Aka “ The Kid ”
Peter “Totally Tubular” Ellis

 

Wanted for committing M.S.
In Illinois; 

last seen heading West

 

Ender Erdem

 

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may “make it global”

  if cornered

Aka “Shouldn’t Do That”

 
 

Dan “The Man” Fisher

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may resort to

measurement  if cornered

 

Jason “Python” Glazer

 

 

Never met a language he didn’t like. 
Not armed or dangerous, 

but may go “BUPS”  if cornered

 

Brent Griffith

 

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may become photo-

voltaic if cornered

 

Aka “ The GuRu ”
Lixing Gu

 

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may leak air  if cornered

 

Aka “ xx ”

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may lose control if cornered

 
 

Rob Hitchcock

 

Aka “ Mr. DElight-ful“

Not armed or dangerous
but may become

bi-directional
if cornered.

 
 

Joe “Chairman” Huang

 

Aka “ The COMIS-sar “

Last seen sprinting
through the Beijing 
Airport screaming
“Hold the Plane!”

 

 

Richard Liesen

 

Not armed or 
dangerous,  but may 
desorb  if cornered

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aka “The Negotiator”
Seth Rosen

 

Not armed or 
dangerous, but may

 “go open source” on
you if cornered

 

 

 

Aka “Dewpoint Don”

Don B. Shirey, III

 

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may condense  if cornered

 

Brian Smith
Aka “ Radio Button“

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may drop down a menu

  if cornered

 

 

 

Not armed or 
dangerous,  but may 

claim to be an 
architect if cornered

Rick “Low Temp” Strand

 

 
Muthusamy V. Swami

 

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may construct 
a radiant barrier 

if cornered

 

Aka “The Optimizer”

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may  hide in a local minimum

  if cornered

 

Not armed or dangerous, 
but may make a change 

 request if cornered
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